‘The Serpent Path’
Gene Key 54
Moving from Greed to Aspiration to Ascension
th

The Shadow (human/ego) level of this genetic code is Greed

The 54 Shadow is one of the great pressures
that drive humanity for it focusses upon power, status, recognition, wealth and material gain
The group
th
consciousness pressure to be materially successful is found in this 54 Shadow. It creates a greed mentality that is
destructive to individuals, resources and the planet. There is an underlying desperation/greed in the auric field that
th
can be sensed by others and as such it engenders distrust. The 54 Gene Key is a member of the codon group known
as the Ring of Seeking, which is the great pressure codon inside human DNA. It is the drive to want more, which at
the Shadow level, can become blind Greed. It is important to remember at this point that none of these shadow
frequencies are really negative. There is nothing wrong or bad with greed. It is simply an aspect of human nature
th
and as such it has an evolutionary purpose. The primal energy behind the 54 Shadow was essential for the survival
of early human tribal cultures and still exists within certain developing areas of the world, where survival is directly
related to where you are within the material hierarchy.

Repressive Response: Un-Ambitious
to fulfil a goal.

These individuals lack the ability to sustain the energy and action required
Their minimalist attitude denies material needs and they judge the progress of others.

Reactive Response: Greedy Obsessed with material gain and the need to control others – these individuals are
blinded by an unconscious drive and addiction for more money and power.

The Gift (Soul) level of this genetic code is Aspiration

There is a fine line between greed and Aspiration the
th
54 Gift. Greed is really Aspiration without trust. When the Shadow transforms into the Gift then the individual
aspires to something beyond the material realm. Aspiration contains the seed of all Higher Consciousness. At the
th
Gift level Aspiration has to do with working with others for the benefit of others. The 54 Gift aspires to a higher
vision of prosperity. Here we see ambition moving beyond the personal and into the communal. These Souls want
their entire community to thrive in order that they can draw more and more people up the hierarchy away from the
self-destructive patterns of the lower frequencies.
The Gift of Aspiration has some other fascinating qualities
th
connected to the transformation of energy into more rarefied frequencies. The 54 Gift has to do with the way in
which memory is transferred and stored in our cells. The 54 Shadow remembers only the ancient genetic fear of
extinction if it fails to rise up in the hierarchy. You can smell greed or fear through the pheromones released in the
th
body. The 54 Gift transfers its higher frequency through presence – others sense/smell the supportive energy that
creates trust wherever it goes.

The Siddhi (source/oneness) level of this genetic code is Ascension.

th

The 54 Siddhi concerns the notion of
Ascension – the continual alchemical transformation of matter into Spiritual essence. Here the base energy of
ambition is experienced at its highest frequency and becomes the continual pressure to keep ascending up the
hierarchy. Not the social or material hierarchy, but the spiritual evolutionary ladder which consciousness itself
ascends on the return to its own Source. True Ascension is activated automatically through the lower frequency of
Aspiration. At a certain point a spontaneous physical transformation begins to wrack the body. The process of
Ascension takes over and you cannot stop or interfere with it. All personal cultural and genetic memory is burned
from the body. Kundalini is likened to a fire – a liquid fire which burns the water molecules within the physical body
vaporising them to create a steaming process in which spiritual essence is refined. After a certain period of time,
sometimes spent in physical agony, stillness reigns over the body and you experience the purity of consciousness
without thought. This process continues until the physical body becomes more and more translucent. One aspires
and sooner or later one Ascends.
.
Side Note: This Gene Key is one of six (15, 39, 52, 53, 54, 58) in the Codon Ring known as the "Ring of Seeking".
There are 21 Codon Rings within the DNA. These rings are chemical chains that relay biological information between
each other in fractal manner. The body acts as a bio computer organizing multiple levels of information. 20 amino
acids are combined to create the chemistry needed to respond to the environment.

Physiology: Tailbone

Amino Acid: Serine
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